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Abstract

Tonometers are used to measure intraocular pressure (IOP) and are not a common diagnostic investigation used in the emergency department. They are becoming increasingly utilised by the emergency physician to aid in the differentiation of serious ocular pathologies. However, the interpretation of IOP measurements remains difficult and no current guideline or tool exists to assist the emergency physician in the interpretation of these values. Defining and categorising IOP readings is complex, challenging and controversial. Therefore, a comprehensive literature review of intraocular pressure values was undertaken and a novel tool designed to assist the emergency physician identify sight threatening ocular emergencies including hyptonia, scleral perforation, retinal detachment, uveitis, retrobulbar haemorrhage, acute angle closure glaucoma and endophthalmitis. This simple, visual interpretation tool aims to provide the emergency physician with diagnostic assistance that is not currently available in current literature to support faster diagnosis of emergency ocular pathologies. Intraocular pressure values will be influenced by type of tonometer, physician technique and patient variation therefore, as with any diagnostic tool, results should be interpreted within the clinical context.
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Introduction

Intraocular pressure (IOP) is the fluid pressure of the eye and is measured in millimetres of mercury (mmHg). Calculated using a piece of equipment called a tonometer, IOP assessment forms a vital aspect of the emergency ocular examination. In the absence of other specialist pieces of ophthalmological diagnostic equipment, an IOP measurement can be very useful in differentiating sight threatening emergency ocular pathology quickly. In addition, IOP assessments allow more thorough general eye assessments; support decisions to allow safe discharge; and develop more comprehensive referrals.

Despite the value of IOP measurements in an emergency setting, the ability to interpret IOP values can be challenging when physicians are not accustomed to the normal ranges and the various factors that can influence the measurements. One study analysing Emergency Department (ED) referrals to ophthalmology centres found that 75% of referrals did not measure IOP at all, and those that did varied from ophthalmologists’ readings by an average of 4.30 +/- 4.39 mmHg [1].

To be able to accurately differentiate sight threatening ocular pathologies associated with intraocular pressure values, an appreciation of the factors that influence IOP is important. There are a spectrum of factors which affect IOP which make the definition of IOP values complex.

Several tonometer dependent factors can influence the measurement. Appplanation tonometry, such as Goldman’s, is considered the gold standard for IOP measurement however typically in the (ED) setting handheld devices that utilise non-contact principles to estimate IOP are more common. These non-contact tonometry methods may underestimate high IOP values and overestimate low IOP values when compared to Goldman [2]. Applying eyelid pressure whilst measuring IOP may falsely increase the IOP reading and excessive or insufficient tear film on the examining eye may influence accuracy.

Several patient specific factors can also alter the measurements of IOP. The thickness of the cornea, known as central corneal thickness (CCT), affects the accuracy of intraocular pressure measurements however typically CCT measurement is not undertaken in the ED. Thicker corneas produce a falsely high IOP measurement and thinner corneas a falsely low [3]. Other corneal factors such as a high astigmatism and previous corneal scarring will affect the accuracy of measurements [4]. High blood pressure and high heart rates are associated with higher IOP [5, 6]. Obesity has been associated with higher IOP [7, 8]. IOP has a diurnal variation and tends to be higher when measured in the morning. Some studies have found that IOP decreases with age, although other studies have found no difference [5, 8, 9].

Although these complex factors make IOP analysis difficult, a simple guide of IOP interpretation is felt to be useful for clinicians diagnosing patients in the emergency ocular examination environment. No systematic review of IOP values or interpretation analysis with their associated pathologies currently exists in published literature.
Technical report

To ensure the accuracy of the data gathered for this review, this literature review of intraocular pressure values was conducted according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) statement. A comprehensive search of the literature was conducted for papers using the online biomedical search engines the Medline and PubMed. One author identified the articles, and all relevant articles were included. Search terms used were: ‘intraocular pressure’ AND ‘emergency’. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA diagram of the systematic review.

The data analysed in this review was collated to formulate and define ranges of IOP values into ‘normal’, ‘low’, ‘very low’, ‘high’ and ‘very high’ categories. Defining a normal IOP is challenging given the multiple factors that can influence the measurements - the corneal curvature, CCT and scleral elasticity vary between each of an individual’s eyes [10]. When adjusted for all of these factors, our review found the range of IOP within the mean ± 2 standard deviations was between 9.0 and 18.1 mmHg [5-7, 9-11]. Therefore, for the purposes of this review, these are the normal values that have been used in the interpretation tool.

This review has defined ‘low IOP’ to be considered as less than 9.0mmHg at two standard deviations below the mean [5-7, 9-11]. Other studies define hypotony statistically as an IOP three standard deviations below the mean at less than 6.5mmHg and depicts a low enough IOP to cause visual loss and is in itself an ocular emergency [12-13]. Therefore, this is the value used for ‘very low’ IOP values.

A ‘high IOP’ in the emergency setting can be considered as a measurement more than two standard deviations above the mean at over 18.2mmHg [5-7, 9-11]. In other eye examination settings such as glaucoma assessments, an IOP of greater than 21mmHg is considered to reflect a high measurement [14]. An IOP higher than 40mmHg can precipitate rapid visual loss through retinal vascular occlusion and is usually associated with significant acute pathologies [15]. Therefore, this is the value that has been used for ‘very high’ IOP values.

These measurements have been collated to form a novel IOP interpretation tool shown in Figure 2. The aim of this tool is to give the emergency physician quick access to easily interpretable IOP values and associated prompts relating to sight threatening pathology.

---

**Figure 1 - PRISMA Diagram**

---

**Figure 2 - Emergency intraocular pressure interpretation tool**
Discussion

The pathophysiology of low IOP occurs from either increased outflow of aqueous humour or from reduced production. Increased outflow is seen following a surgical wound leak such as following glaucoma surgery or trauma causing a scleral perforation. Some inflammatory conditions such as uveitis, iridocyclitis and posterior scleritis can affect the ciliary body production of aqueous humour and result in low IOP [12-13]. Retinal detachment is often associated with lower IOP due to increased outflow of fluid through the exposed retinal pigment epithelium [16]. Bilaterally low IOP is rare and suggests a systemic problem such as uraemia, diabetic coma or osmotic dehydration [17].

Conversely, high IOP occurs from reduced outflow of aqueous humour or from increased production. Any process which acutely occludes the drainage trabecular meshwork of the anterior chamber can quickly increase the IOP. In acute angle closure glaucoma, often pupil dilatation results in iris and lens contact causing a pupillary block and closing the drainage angle, resulting in a symptomatically high IOP. Blunt trauma to the orbit can increase IOP through a variety of mechanisms. Damage to the trabecular meshwork, or lens can disrupt the anatomy of the drainage angle. Inflammatory or blood products following trauma through the formation of a hyphaema or vitreous haemorrhage can also interrupt the effective drainage of the trabecular meshwork and increase IOP [15]. Similarly, the presence of infection within the eye such as hypopyon or endophthalmitis can result in the accumulation of inflammatory and infective debris in the drainage angle and typically presents with elevated IOP [18]. Trauma resulting in the accumulation of blood in the retrobulbar space behind the eye, known as a retrobulbar haemorrhage, is often associated with raised IOP and requires urgent surgical intervention to preserve visual function [19]. As well as presenting with low IOP, chronic uveitis can also present with high IOP where inflammatory products within the anterior chamber reduce the outflow from the drainage angle.

It should be noted that ocular emergencies such as vitreous haemorrhages, central retinal artery occlusion and chemical injuries can and often present with normal IOP measurements.

Conclusion

Through technological advances, an IOP measurement is now a quickly and easily performed investigation in the ED which can provide vital information to assist the emergency physician differentiate emergency ocular presentations. There are many factors which can influence an individual’s IOP and the technique in which it is measured, therefore as with any diagnostic aid, the IOP measurement should be interpreted within the clinical context of the patient. This tool aims to provide the emergency physician with quickly accessible information on factors that influence IOP, IOP ranges and emergency pathology which can present with high and low measurements.
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